Beyond Imagination Part 4: The Secrets of Life
In a nondescript galaxy, circling a nondescript star, is a far-from-ordinary planet. A beautiful pearl of blue and green. Unusual because this pearl teems with life. And on this planet there arose an ape that learned to think.
It soon became clear to him that all the things around him could be divided into two groups. Those that were alive. And those that were not. Yet in his ignorance, he could not explain why this was. So he resorted to creating myths and concepts based on faulty logic and baseless speculation. And so it remained until a mere four hundred years ago when he turned his mind to the light.
He found that life was not conjured from thin air by mystical forces. For, like all else, it too was but a slave to the laws of nature. And so, using tools of increasing complexity and sophistication he peered deeper and further revealing a world of increasing complexity. A world built of units so small as to be invisible to his inadequate eye. And yet more beautiful and complex than he ever could ever have dreamed.
And inside those cells separated by miasmic oily films, yet more complexity. Layer upon layer, upon layer. And all of it built and maintained by minute and intricate machines made of nothing but ephemeral strands of simplicity. Like beads on a string. Machines that form intricate skeletons. Constantly growing and shrinking. Pulsing to the rhythm of life. And machines that creep along them. Allowing cells to move and reproduce. 
Machines that burn fuel to trap energy from the flow charge. And machines that capture sunbeams and pluck substance from thin air. Machines arrayed in assembly lines of astonishing complexity. The engines of life. And, of course, machines that make more machines.
And in the opposite direction as cells begin to coalesce the complexity builds upwards. From primitive to modern. From simple to sublime. Climbing a double-spiral staircase of growing complexity and increasing sophistication. And amazingly, this dazzling intricacy can all be beautifully explained by deceptively simple natural laws.
But perhaps it is this same complexity that all too often invokes other, less rational, explanations. Because, after all the reality behind life is simply… Beyond Imagination.


